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[1] The purpose of this paper is to give a rather comprehensive description of the
models for natural and anthropogenically driven changes in biogeography as imple-
mented in the land component JSBACH of the Max Planck Institute Earth system
model (MPI-ESM). The model for natural land cover change (DYNVEG) features
two types of competition: between the classes of grasses and woody types (trees,
shrubs) controlled by disturbances (fire, windthrow) and within those vegetation
classes between different plant functional types based on relative net primary produc-
tivity advantages. As part of this model, the distribution of land unhospitable to vege-
tation (hot and cold deserts) is determined dynamically from plant productivity under
the prevailing climate conditions. The model for anthropogenic land cover change
implements the land use transition approach by Hurtt et al. (2006). Our implementa-
tion is based on the assumption that historically pastures have been preferentially
established on former grasslands (‘‘pasture rule’’). We demonstrate that due to the
pasture rule, deforestation reduces global forest area between 1850 and 2005 by 15%
less than without. Because of the pasture rule the land cover distribution depends on
the full history of land use transitions. This has implications for the dynamics of natu-
ral land cover change because assumptions must be made on how agriculturalists react
to a changing natural vegetation in their environment. A separate model representing
this process has been developed so that natural and anthropogenic land cover change
can be simulated consistently. Certain aspects of our model implementation are illus-
trated by selected results from the recent CMIP5 simulations.
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1. Introduction

[2] Climate can be easily recognized from the land
cover, in particular from the vegetation cover. There-
fore, it is no surprise that the first quantitative classifi-
cation of world climates introduced by the plant
physiologist Koeppen [1900] was based on land cover
[see also Sanderson, 1999]. On the other hand, land
cover is not only an indicator of climate but is also
shaping the climate because the various exchange fluxes
between land and atmosphere (energy, momentum,
water, carbon, etc.) may be quite different for different
types of land cover. From climate simulations we know
that in a world with maximum vegetation cover, certain
regions would be 8 K cooler than in a world with
deserts everywhere [Kleidon et al., 2000], and if the con-
tinents would be completely sealed against water evapo-
ration, regionally temperatures would rise by more than

10 K [Goessling and Reick, 2011]. But it is not just that
vegetation cover modifies climates, the coupling
between vegetation and climate may even be so tight
that the developing climate can only be understood by
considering the combined dynamics of climate and veg-
etation. First indications for such a behavior were found
by Claussen [1997, 1998] in early coupled climate-vegeta-
tion simulations. He found bistable solutions for vegeta-
tion cover and climate over North Africa. Today,
feedbacks between vegetation and climate are generally
considered an important element for understanding the
Earth system [see e.g., Kabat et al., 2004; Chapin et al.,
2008]. Accordingly, for realistic climate simulations not
only a realistic land cover, but also a realistic land cover
dynamics is needed.

[3] When performing climate simulations, one way to
achieve a realistic land cover is to prescribe it from the
observed land cover. But when studying climates that
are very different from today, this approach fails. An
early way to tackle this problem was to use so-called
‘‘bioclimatic limits’’ that determine the range in climate
space where particular types of vegetation are able to
exist [Sykes et al., 1996; Harrison et al., 2010]. By such
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an approach, it is implicitly assumed that climate
change is so slow that the vegetation distribution can
easily follow changes in climate. But vegetation needs
time to adapt: especially forests will stay even under
unfavorable climate conditions for times of the order of
the lifetime of individual trees (decades to centuries)
[Larcher, 1994]. If climate change is significant at this
time scale, the concept of bioclimatic limits will thus
not be sufficient to simulate changes in vegetation dis-
tribution consistently with climate. Therefore, as part
of third generation land surface models [Pitman, 2003],
other more dynamical approaches have been developed
accounting explicitly for internal time scales of vegeta-
tion. Such models are commonly called dynamic global
vegetation model (DGVM). Whereas concepts for mod-
eling the physical processes at the land-atmosphere
interface are converging [Pitman, 2003], the approaches
for modeling changes in biogeography dynamically are
quite diverse and partially ad hoc [Prentice et al., 2007].
Although DGVMs have in common that fundamental
ecological processes like establishment, mortality, com-
petition, and partly also disturbances (e.g., wildfires)
are explicitly incorporated, their representation in the
models and thus the underlying dynamical equations
are rather different. A comprehensive overview compar-
ing the different approaches is still missing [see, how-
ever, Cramer et al., 2001; McGuire et al., 2001; Sitch
et al., 2008; Quillet et al., 2010].

[4] Besides changes in natural vegetation, land cover
is also modified by humans, in particular by the expan-
sion of agriculture. Attempts to model also such proc-
esses dynamically are under way [Lemmen et al., 2011]
but are quantitatively not sufficiently developed to be
implemented into DGVMs. Accordingly, in climate and
Earth system simulations anthropogenic land cover
change needs to be prescribed. Most naturally, informa-
tion on the location of agricultural areas is fed yearly into
the model by a sequence of land cover maps. This has
been done in numerous studies [see, e.g., Brovkin et al.,
1999, 2006; Pitman et al., 2009; Pongratz et al., 2010].

[5] A realistic implementation of anthropogenic land
cover change is especially important for deriving reli-
able estimates of CO2 emissions from anthropogenic
land cover change. For such studies it is not the yearly
net change in land use that determines the emissions,
but here all changes during a year contribute (gross
change). Accordingly, prescribing the net year-to-year
change may lead to an underestimation of emissions.
Until now the size of this underestimation is unknown,
but already a decade ago Houghton [2000] argued that it
may not be negligible because the example of the
United States shows that the difference between net and
gross changes in cropland area may be on average as
large as 35%. The more modern representation of
anthropogenic land cover change by Hurtt et al. [2006]
fully accounts for such gross changes. Here not maps,
but transition matrices between different types of land
cover are prescribed for every year. Thereby, it is possi-
ble to derive also carbon emissions caused by circular
transitions between land cover types that otherwise
leave the net land cover distribution unchanged.

[6] The purpose of the present paper is to provide an
in-depth description how land cover change is modeled
in the land component JSBACH [Raddatz et al., 2007]
of the atmosphere model ECHAM6 [Stevens et al.,
2013], being together part of the Max Planck Institute
Earth system model (MPI-ESM) [Giorgetta et al., 2013].
Like other DGVMs, the dynamic vegetation compo-
nent of JSBACH, called DYNVEG, inherits representa-
tions of the major ecological processes to describe
natural changes in biogeography. Tree cover from sim-
ulations with DYNVEG has been presented by Brovkin
et al. [2009]. The component for anthropogenic land use
is based on the approach by Hurtt et al. [2006]. This
component replaces the older one that used sequences
of maps [Jungclaus et al., 2010; Pongratz et al., 2009]. A
specific feature of the new implementation of anthropo-
genic land cover change is the assumption of a preferred
establishment of pastures on former grasslands (‘‘pas-
ture rule’’). This pasture rule is plausible insofar as
grasslands can be used immediately for herding without
extra work for chopping trees. Such a rule has been
introduced by Houghton [1999] to derive continental
scale carbon emissions from land use change for North
America and China. It accounts for the fact that ‘‘much
of today’s grazing land was formerly grasslands’’ [Ram-
ankutty et al., 2006]. But despite its plausibility, the
character of the rule is hypothetical. Therefore, its con-
sequences for global forest cover will be analyzed here
in some detail. Whereas it is quite straightforward to
implement agricultural expansion at given distribution
of natural vegetation, the converse problem, i.e., cli-
mate-induced changes in the distribution of natural veg-
etation at given distribution of agricultural lands, is
complicated by the pasture rule because this introduces
a history dependence of the distribution of vegetation
not only for agricultural lands but also for the distribution
of natural forests and grasslands. Therefore, JSBACH
contains also a separate model combining natural and
anthropogenic land cover change. This new setup is the
basis for most simulations performed with MPI-ESM in
the context of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Pro-
ject Phase 5 (CMIP5). Results from these simulations are
accessible via the CMIP5 gateway http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.
gov/cmip5.

[7] This paper is not the place to evaluate the quality of
the land cover distribution arising in climate simulations
with MPI-ESM from the model components described
here: in terms of forest cover and albedo such an evalua-
tion is found in a companion paper by Brovkin et al.
[2013] in the same issue. Instead, the intention of the pres-
ent paper is to give a thorough description of the compo-
nents describing land cover change in JSBACH along
with explanations why they have been set up in this way.
Nevertheless, this paper also contains some selected simu-
lation results from the suite of CMIP5 simulations with
MPI-ESM to illustrate certain aspects of this particular
implementation of land cover change. For this purpose we
use exclusively results from the low-resolution setup called
MPI-ESM-LR (see Giorgetta et al. [2013] for details).

[8] Such simulation results are presented mostly in
the last section of this paper. In the previous five
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sections first basic elements of the land surface descrip-
tion of JSBACH are explained, followed by separate
sections for each of the three submodels describing land
cover change in JSBSACH, the DYNVEG component,
the component for anthropogenic land cover change,
and the component marrying these two types of land
cover dynamics. This block of model descriptions closes
with a separate section explaining the order of calcula-
tions necessary to update the land cover in JSBACH, a
glance to Figure 4 depicting this sequence may be help-
ful even upon a first reading. In addition, for better ori-
entation Tables 1 and 2 provide a list of abbreviations
and symbols used throughout this paper.

2. Representation of Land Cover in JSBACH:
Basic Concepts

[9] The basic land surface unit in JSBACH is a grid
cell that has a predefined geographic location. Each
grid cell is split into ‘‘tiles’’ to allow for the representa-
tion of subgrid scale heterogeneity. In this so-called
‘‘mixed’’ or ‘‘mosaic’’ approach [Koster and Suarez,
1992], the tiles are not specified by their location in a
grid cell, but only by the fraction of the grid cell they
cover. Each of these tiles is associated with one of sev-
eral vegetation types, a so-called ‘‘plant functional
type’’ (PFT). Conversely, considering a particular grid
cell not every PFT represented in JSBACH must be
linked with a tile of that grid cell: for example, to save
computational time it may be useful to link tropical
PFTs only with tiles of grid cells in the tropics, but not
in the boreal zone. Formally, the PFT concept links the
mosaic of tiles with the various land cover processes:
each PFT is globally endowed with particular properties
characterizing the various processes JSBACH is
accounting for. Examples for such properties are the
type of photosynthetic pathway (C3, C4), the type of
phenology (e.g., deciduous and raingreen) but also
PFT-specific albedo or surface roughness.

[10] One peculiarity of JSBACH is that one land
cover type is not associated to a tile: regions unhospit-
able for growth of plants like rocky surfaces or deserts
are determined by prescribing for each grid cell a frac-
tion vegmax of the grid cell area that is hospitable to the
growth of vegetation. Accordingly, 12veg max is the
fraction of unhospitable land in a grid cell, and the area
in a grid cell accessible for vegetation V is given by

Vveg 5Avegmax ; (1)

where A is the total area of the grid cell (m2). But
JSBACH is not using area to characterize the extent of
a particular vegetation type, instead the fraction of the
area covered by vegetation is used (compare Figure 1).
Denoting by vi the area covered by the PFT associated
with tile i in a grid cell (m2), such fractions are most nat-
urally introduced by

fi5
vi

A
; i51; 2;…;K ; (2)

where K is the number of tiles in a grid cell. Obviously,

Vveg 5
XK

i51
vi so that

XK

i51

fi1 12vegmaxð Þ51: (3)

[11] Because of the implicit handling of bare land it is
sometimes more convenient to describe land cover only
with respect to that part of the grid cell where vegeta-
tion can grow. Associated cover fractions are intro-
duced by

ci5
vi

Vveg
5

fi

vegmax

; i51; 2;…;K ; (4)

and they sum up to 1:

XK

i51

ci51: (5)

3. Natural Land Cover Change

[12] In interaction with climate and atmospheric CO2

the worldwide distribution of vegetation and deserts
may change. The dynamics of such changes are simu-
lated in JSBACH by the DYNVEG component. This
section describes the leading principles behind DYN-
VEG and its basic equations.

3.1. Leading Principles

[13] DYNVEG is based on a number of principles.
Mostly, these principles are common to many DGVMs.
Nevertheless, to make the assumptions underlying

Table 1. Abbreviations and Acronyms Used in This Paper

Abbreviation Meaning

C Depending on context: croplands or carbon
C3, C4 Photosynthetic pathways
CMIP5 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5
DGVM Dynamic global vegetation model
DYNVEG Dynamic vegetation component of JSBACH
ECHAM6 Atmospheric component of MPI-ESM
ESM Earth system model
F ‘‘F-lands,’’ i.e., forests and shrublands
G Grasslands
GDD Growing degree days
JSBACH Land component of MPI-ESM
LPJ Lund-Potsdam-Jena DGVM
MPI-ESM Max Planck Institute Earth system model
MPI-ESM-LR Low-resolution version of MPI-ESM
MPI-OM Ocean component of MPI-ESM
N Land covered by natural vegetation (F plus G)
NPP Net primary productivity
P Pastures
PFT Plant functional type
RCP Representative concentration pathway
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DYNVEG more transparent, it seems worth to state
these principles explicitly:

Increase/reduction of vegetation cover: When individ-
ual plants die because they come to age or because of

other causes (fire, windthrow, diseases, pests), the space
left by them can be taken by other plants. This is the
cause for gap formation and subsequent plant succes-
sions in forests [Begon et al., 1999]. For PFTs this

Table 2. Notation Used Throughout This Papera

Symbol Meaning Equation

A Total grid cell area (m2) (1)
a Calibration parameter for calculation of desert fraction (12)
a Exponent controlling competition between woody PFTs (7)
a wð Þ

0 ; a gð Þ
0 Minimum fire disturbance rates for woody and grass PFTs (10)

b Calibration parameter for the steepness of the transition between desert and vegetation (12)
Cmax

G;i Maximum living biomass found in PFT i during a particular year –
CLGa ;i;CLWa ;i Carbon density of above ground litter in living (LGa) and wood (LWa) biomass of PFT i

(mol(C) m22)
–

ci Fraction of Vveg covered by PFT i (actual vegetation) (4)
c

pot
i Fraction of Vveg covered by PFT i or land cover type i in the absence of agriculture (‘‘potential’’

vegetation cover)
(14)

cC, cP Fraction of Vveg covered with croplands (C) and pastures (P) (15)
cF, cG Fraction of Vveg covered with F-lands (F: forests, shrublands) and grasslands (G) (19)
cinst

F ‘‘Target’’ fraction of Vveg for F-lands (F) that would appear if all historical land use change would
happen in one instant

(66)

cN Fraction of Vveg covered with natural vegetation (cN 5 cG 1 cF)) (19)
D wð ÞðÞ;D gð ÞðÞ Rates for shrinkage of woody and grass cover by disturbances (yr21) (7), (8)
D

wð Þ
fire ðÞ;D

gð Þ
fire ðÞ Rates for shrinkage of woody and grass cover by vegetation fires (yr21) (9)

Dwind Rate for shrinkage of vegetation by windthrow (yr21) (9)
d Number of days in a particular year (at 1 January d 5 1) (46)
Di�j Annual fraction of Vveg converted from land cover type i to type j (23)
di�j Daily fraction of Vveg converted from land cover type i to type j (45)
f(y) For year y the grid cell fraction with substantial vegetation cover (12)
fi Fraction of grid cell covered by PFT i (2)
GDDmin Minimum growing degree days (�C d) –
GDDbase Base temperature for computing growing degree days (�C) –
G Index set for grass PFTs (8)
gi Fraction of Vveg covered by ith grass PFT (6)

g 5
X

k2Ggk (12)

~g 5 g1; g2;…; gN gð Þð Þ (7)
c wð Þ

i ; c gð Þ
i Time constant for mortality of ith woody and grass PFT (years) (7), (8)

h Time-averaged relative air humidity as proxy for litter humidity (10)
h0 Threshold of h for the appearance of vegetation fires (10)
K Number of PFTs in a grid cell (2)
j Calibration parameter for the rate of disturbance by windthrow (d m22) (11)
L Average above ground carbon density of litter (mol(C) m22) (10)
L0 Threshold of L for the appearance of vegetation fires (mol(C) m22) (10)
LAImax Maximum leaf area index found in a particular year (m2(leaf) m22(ground)) (12)
N(w), N(g) Number of woody and grass PFTs (6)
Nd Number of days in the considered year (45)
NPP i Long-term average of NPP of PFT i (mol(C) m22 s21) (7)
q Threshold parameter (multiple of average wind speed) for the occurrence of windthrow (11)
slai Specific leaf area of PFT i –
Ti�j Element of annual transition matrix T describing land conversion from land cover type i to j (15)

T
dð Þ

i�j Element of daily transition matrix T describing land conversion from land cover type i to j (48)
ti�j Element of daily transition matrix t describing land conversion from PFT i to j (18)
TCmin, TCmax Minimum and maximum temperature of coldest month (�C) –
TWmax Maximum temperature of warmest month (�C) –

s wð Þ
i ; s gð Þ

i Time constant for establishment of ith woody and grass PFT (years) (7), (8)

s wð Þ
fire ; s

gð Þ
fire Characteristic repetition time for fire disturbances of woody types and grasses (years) (10)

sdesert Time delay for the development of deserts (years) (13)
h() Heaviside step function (7)
u Fraction of Vveg currently uncolonized by vegetation (6)
v Wind speed (m s21) (11)
v Average maximum wind speed used to scale windthrow rate (m s21) (11)
Vveg Grid cell area (m2) accessible to vegetation (1)
vi Grid cell area (m2) covered by PFT i (2)
vegmax Fraction of grid cell accessible to vegetation (1)
W Index set for woody PFTs (7)
wi Fraction of Vveg covered by ith woody PFT (6)
~w 5 w1;w2;…;wN wð Þð Þ (7)

aThe last column refers to the equation of first appearance; an entry ‘‘–’’ means that the symbol appears only in the text.
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means that their coverage is reduced by natural death
or by disturbances (fires, windthrow) and increases by
migration into spaces opened in this way. These open
spaces are called in the following ‘‘uncolonized land,’’
and the different vegetation types compete for this
uncolonized land. There is a second type of increase/
reduction of vegetation cover, namely, when regions
unhospitable to vegetation expand or shrink (e.g.,
deserts). Changes in vegetation cover arising from this
type of dynamics are assumed to affect all vegetation
types equally, so that no competition is assumed here.

Competition by growth form: Part of the competitive
advantages/disadvantages of woody vegetation as com-
pared to grasses can be explained by their growth form:
in the absence of disturbances trees and shrubs domi-
nate because they take all the light by overgrowing the
grasses at the bottom. Therefore, in DYNVEG woody
and nonwoody PFTs are distinguished (see Table 3).
On the other hand, because of the buildup of stems the
growth of woody types is slow as compared to grasses
so that after disturbances grasses can migrate faster into
open spaces. Accordingly, grasses conquer uncolonized
land first, and only later woody types appear. These
structural advantages/disadvantages are represented in
the model by (i) allowing grasses to access uncolonized

land faster than woody types and (ii) by slowing down
the expansion of grasses when uncolonized land gets
rare, whereas the expansion rate of woody types is kept
unaffected by the availability of uncolonized land: this
slowing down assures that at low disturbance rates
woody types dominate.

Competition by productivity: Net primary productivity
(NPP) is the amount of carbon photosynthesized by
plants that is available for growth and reproduction.
Comparing the NPP of different vegetation types, a
higher NPP can thus be considered to be an indicator
for a competitive advantage if not other aspects like the
growth form are dominating competition. Therefore, in
DYNVEG, competition within the classes of woody and
nonwoody types is modeled such that it is controlled by
NPP: PFTs with higher NPP migrate into uncolonized
land faster than PFTs with lower NPP. NPP is computed
in JSBACH following the implementation of the Bio-
sphere-Energy-Transfer-Hydrology (BETHY) model
[Knorr, 2000], by first calculating gross primary produc-
tivity from solar radiation accounting for leaf area index,
temperature, and soil water availability, and then sub-
tracting autotrophic respiration calculated from mainte-
nance and growth respiration.

Physiological constraints: To account for physiologi-
cal constraints, PFTs are endowed with bioclimatic lim-
its, i.e., climatic ranges in which a particular type of
vegetation is able to exist. Such limits only prevent the
establishment of vegetation, but once a vegetation has
established and temperatures fall outside the range of
bioclimatic limits, they do not prevent the further exis-
tence of the vegetation.

Unhospitable land: Vegetation can establish only
when climate is such that at least in some years NPP is
positive. This criterion determines the extent of cold
and hot ‘‘deserts’’ or conversely, the amount of land
available for vegetation.

Universal presence: It is assumed that every PFT is
potentially present always and everywhere. This means
that the dispersal of seeds is at the level of PFTs
assumed to be much faster than all other processes rele-
vant for their expansion (‘‘seeds are everywhere’’).

Figure 1. Tiling of grid cell and cover fractions: tile i has cover fractions fi relative to the full grid cell and cover
fraction ci relative to the vegetated part of the grid cell.

Table 3. PFTs Used in DYNVEG, Their Woodiness Type,

and the Associated Time Constants Used in Equations (7) and

(8)a

PFT Type si 5 ci (years)

Tropical evergreen trees Woody 30
Tropical deciduous trees Woody 30
Extratropical evergreen trees Woody 50
Extratropical deciduous trees Woody 50
Raingreen shrubs Woody 12
Deciduous shrubs Woody 20
C3 grass Nonwoody 1
C4 grass Nonwoody 1

aFor tree PFTs these time constants have been chosen such that a
realistic tree cover is simulated (compare Brovkin et al. [2013]), and for
the other PFTs the choice of time constants is guided by the idea that
shrubs establish faster than trees, and grasses much faster than shrubs.
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3.2. Dynamics of Natural Vegetation Shifts

[14] The basic dynamical variables of DYNVEG are
fractions of a unit area in a grid cell:

wi: fraction of vegetated area covered by the ith
woody PFT,
gi: fraction of vegetated area covered by the ith non-
woody (i.e., grass) PFT, and
u: fraction of vegetated area currently without vegeta-
tion (‘‘uncolonized land’’) because of fires or wind-
throw. These cover types make up the full grid cell:

u1
XN wð Þ

i51

wi1
XN gð Þ

i51

gi51; (6)

where N wð Þ and N gð Þ are the number of woody and grass
PFTs, respectively, from Table 3. By this relation u can
always be determined from wi and gi, so that only the
latter are considered as independent variables. How u,
wi, and gi are related to the JSBACH cover fractions
introduced in the previous section will be described
later.

[15] The dynamics of the cover fractions are governed
by the coupled set of differential equations

dwi

dt
5

h uð Þwi

s wð Þ
i

NPP
a
iX

n2W
wnNPP

a
n

2
wi

c wð Þ
i

2wiD
wð Þ ~w;~gð Þ;

i 2 W5 1; 2;…N wð Þ� � (7)

dgj

dt
5

ugj

s gð Þ
j

NPPjX
n2G

gnNPPn

2
gi

c gð Þ
i

2gjD
gð Þ ~w;~gð Þ;

j 2 G5 1; 2;…N gð Þ� �
:

(8)

These equations are integrated by iterating their Euler
discretization at a daily time step (compare Figure 4).
In both equations the first term on the right-hand side
describes establishment, the second term describes
reduction of vegetation cover by natural mortality, and
the last terms represent reduction of vegetation cover
by disturbances (fire, windthrow; see later). The estab-
lishment and natural mortality have their own charac-
teristic time scales s wð Þ

i ; s gð Þ
i , and c wð Þ

i ; c gð Þ
i for woody

types and for grasses, although for lack of knowledge
generally si5ci has been chosen; the exact values are
listed in Table 3. Mortality is assumed to be propor-
tional to the abundance of the particular vegetation
type. The function h uð Þ is the step function, which is
one for u > 0 and otherwise zero.

[16] Establishment happens only on uncolonized
land, i.e., in this model there is no immediate gain of
area by a particular PFT at the cost of area covered by
another PFT: in such a case the equations would con-
tain explicit competition terms of the form wiwj ; gigj , or
wigj , as in the Top-down Representation of Interactive
Foliage and Flora Including Dynamics (TRIFFID)
model [Cox, 2001]. In DYNVEG competition between
woody types and grasses arises only indirectly by their

different dynamics with respect to uncolonized land:
whereas grass establishes proportionally to the presence
of uncolonized land (see the term ugj in equation (8)),
the establishment of woody types is assumed to be inde-
pendent of the extent of uncolonized land, with the
technically necessary exception that it is set to zero
when all uncolonized land is already occupied (there-
fore, the step function in the term h uð Þwi in equation
(7)). Giving grasses a larger expansion rate than the
woody types (s gð Þ

i � 1 year, s wð Þ
i � several decades), this

approach gives grasses a competitive advantage when
large areas of uncolonized land are available, whereas
woody types outcompete grasses when uncolonized land
is rare. Since the availability of uncolonized land increases
with the strength of disturbances (see later), DYNVEG
implicitly assumes that the relative presence of grasses
and woody types is controlled by the level of disturbance,
in accordance with ecological theory [Bond, 2008].

[17] Considering the groups of woody and nonwoody
types, the intragroup competition mechanism is differ-
ent from the mechanism of intergroup competition:
within a group the different PFTs compete by their
long-term NPP average NPP i (average over several
years). This competition is implemented by weighting
the expansion terms in equations (7) and (8) by the rela-
tive NPP of the particular PFT compared to total NPP
within the particular vegetation group. When a PFT
falls outside its bioclimatic limits (see section 3.4), its
ability to expand is zero. Therefore, in this case the re-
spective value of NPP i is set to zero. The exponent a is
an additional control parameter by which competition
within the class of woody PFTs is further controlled.
For a > 1 PFTs with high NPP are given an additional
migratory advantage. Accordingly, a controls the time
scale of succession, which is for tree species of the order
of centuries [Begon et al., 1999]. For typical relative dif-
ferences in NPP i this is assured by choosing a51:5.

[18] Finally, there are terms describing disturbance
losses by wildfires and windthrow. These are described
in the following section.

3.3. Disturbances

[19] DYNVEG accounts for two types of disturban-
ces: vegetation fires and windthrow. These processes
determine the disturbance rates D ~w;~gð Þ in equations (7)
and (8) (yr21) which accordingly consist of separate
contributions from fires and windthrow:

D ið Þ ~w;~gð Þ5D
ið Þ

fire ~w;~gð Þ1Dwind ; for i5w; g: (9)

Note that the windthrow rate is independent of the
cover fractions and set to zero for grasses because of
negligible aerodynamic resistance.

[20] It is assumed that wildfires happen only if (i) suf-
ficient above ground plant litter L is available for com-
bustion (L must be larger than a threshold value L0

chosen as L0 5 16.67 mol(C) m22), and if (ii) the litter is
sufficiently dry to catch fire. Such a relationship
between humidity of plant litter and flammability is
well supported by observations [Catchpole et al., 2001].
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Here, litter dryness is measured by a several weeks’ av-
erage of relative air humidity (denoted by h) of the low-
est atmospheric level, and ‘‘sufficiently dry’’ then means
that h must be lower than a certain threshold humidity
h0 (chosen as h0570%). From experiments in grasslands
it is known that once ignited, the spread of wildfires
increases with decreasing fuel moisture, but the spread
in the observational data is large [Cheney et al., 1998].
Under these conditions the fire disturbance rate is
assumed to increase linearly with decreasing humidity:

D
ið Þ

fire ~w;~gð Þ5a ið Þ
0 1

1

s ið Þ
fire

h02h

h0
if L > L0 and h < h0;

0 otherwise ;

8<
:

for i5w; g:

(10)

Here a wð Þ
0 and a gð Þ

0 are minimum fire disturbance rates

for woody types and grasses, and s wð Þ
fire ; s

gð Þ
fire are the

inverse of a characteristic frequency for the appearance

of wildfires in woody types and grasses (with s wð Þ
fire > s gð Þ

fire

so that the fire rate for woody types is smaller than for
grasses). This fire disturbance rate depends on the
extent of woody types ~w5 w1;w2;…ð Þ and grasses
~g5 g1; g2;…ð Þ only via the value of the above ground
litter L. Here DYNVEG is closely linked to the land
carbon cycle in JSBACH that will be presented else-
where. More precisely, L is the average above ground
carbon litter density in the vegetated part of a grid cell.
In JSBACH it is obtained from the cover fractions ci

(that are directly related to ~w and~g; see section 3.6) and
above ground carbon litter densities in the so-called
green litter carbon pool CLGa;i (litter from nonlignified
biomass) and the woody litter carbon pool CLWa ;i (litter

from lignified biomass) by L5
X

i
ci CLGa ;i1CLWa ;i

� �
where the sum extends over all tiles in a grid cell.

[21] The disturbance rate for windthrow, which is
only relevant to woody types, is modeled as

Dwind 5
j

v

v
v2 if v > qv

0 otherwise
:

(
(11)

Windthrow is zero when the wind speed v is below a cer-
tain multiple q of the typical long-term average maxi-
mum wind speed v. Using such an average wind speed

as reference instead of a fixed prescribed wind speed
accounts for adaptation of the local vegetation to the
prevailing wind forces. The variable j is a calibration
parameter. If windthrow happens, the disturbance rate
is set proportional to the acting wind power, which
raises with the third power of the wind speed. On the
other hand, because it is assumed that existing vegeta-
tion is adapted to the prevailing typical wind speeds,
the formula is written in such a way that the disturb-
ance rate is as well proportional to v=v. The average
maximum wind speed v is computed as a running mean
over a period of several years. The variables q and j are
chosen such that windthrow leads to only a few severe
storm damages per year in regions with high wind
speeds (mainly extratropics). Since wind speed extremes
depend on the resolution of atmospheric fields, j and q
must be chosen differently for different grid resolutions.
For standard resolution of the CMIP5 simulations with
MPI-ESM, j50:01=365 days=m 2 and q52:25 have
been chosen. Note that disturbances are computed at a
daily time step.

[22] Whereas the losses in vegetation cover by wind-
throw are mutually independent between grasses and
woody types, the disturbances by wildfires introduce an
additional coupling: besides a small climate independ-
ent vegetation loss by fires (the terms a wð Þ

0 and a gð Þ
0 in

equation (10)), the disturbance rates contain another
component that is nonzero only if together the litter of
grasses and woody types exceeds a particular threshold.
Because of the threshold behavior and because litter
production depends on the extent of grasses and woody
types, this interaction induced by wildfires is nonlinear.

3.4. Bioclimatic Limits

[23] The global distribution of vegetation is deter-
mined not only by competition but also by climate-
related physiological constraints: it may be too cold or
too hot for a particular vegetation type to survive.
Although the dynamics of DYNVEG are formulated
independently of the particular set of PFTs chosen
(except that it needs both, woody and grass PFTs), the
formulation of these constraints depends heavily on the
set of PFTs chosen. In our recent CMIP5 simulations
we used the PFTs listed in Table 3, but this choice is by
no means unique. In DYNVEG these climatic con-
straints are accounted for by setting the establishment
term in equations (7) and (8) to zero if one of the limits
listed in Table 4 is not fulfilled. Most of these values are

Table 4. Bioclimatic Limits Used in DYNVEG for Different Vegetation Groupsa

Tropical Trees Extratropical Trees Shrubs Grasses

Evergreen Deciduous Evergreen Deciduous Raingreen Deciduous C3 C4

TCmin 15.5 15.5 232.5 – 2.0 – – 10.0
TCmax – – 18.5 18.5 – 22.0 15.0 –
TWmax – – – – – 18.0 – –
GDDmin – – 350 350 900 300 – –
GDDbase 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

aAn entry ‘‘–’’ means that no limit is applied. TCmin: minimum temperature of coldest month (�C); TCmax: maximum temperature of coldest
month (�C); TWmax maximum temperature of warmest month (�C); GDDmin: minimum growing degree days (�C d); GDDbase: base temperature
for computing growing degree days (�C).
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taken from the LPJ (Lund-Potsdam-Jena DGVM)
[Sitch et al., 2003], which can partly be justified by
observations [Sykes et al., 1996; Harrison et al., 2010].
But whereas DYNVEG uses only two PFTs for extra-
tropical trees, LPJ distinguishes here between needle-
leaved and broad-leaved forests as well as temperate
and boreal forests. Accordingly, in DYNVEG the bio-
climatic ranges of extratropical forests had to be chosen
wider than in LPJ: they were chosen such that they
cover the full bioclimatic range of the extratropical for-
est types of LPJ. Thereby, in contrast to LPJ, in DYN-
VEG all extratropical forests are except for TCmin (see
Table 4) subject to the same bioclimatic limits so that
the geographic pattern of evergreen and deciduous for-
ests is mostly determined by competition and not by
numerous bioclimatic limits.

[24] Shrubs represent marginal vegetation, restricted
in growth either by very dry and hot or by very cold
conditions. Accordingly, the bioclimatic limits of rain-
green shrubs are chosen to exclude them from areas
with a cold winter and frequent frost, so that they
appear only in dry tropical and subtropical regions. In
contrast, deciduous shrubs, representing woody tundra,
are excluded by bioclimatic limits from regions with a
warm climate.

[25] The geography of the bioclimatic limits may shift
in a simulation with a change in climate. Therefore, at the
beginning of each simulated year it is analyzed whether
bioclimatic limits are still met by the different PFTs. This
is checked by comparing the limits with the respective cli-
mate variables. But before comparison, these climate var-
iables are time-averaged to smooth out short-term
climate variations by using an exponentially decreasing
memory (e-folding time 20 years) that allows gradual ad-
aptation to the actual climate. This is done for all limits
based on the monthly averaged temperature, namely,
TCmin, TCmax, and TWmax (compare Table 4). In con-
trast, for GDDmin just the previous year’s value is used.

3.5. Dynamics of Unhospitable Land

[26] DYNVEG includes a small model to determine
the extent of land unhospitable to vegetation, which
can be cool deserts like in the arctic or hot deserts like
the Sahara. The extent of unhospitable land determines
the fraction of a grid cell vegmax where vegetation can
grow (compare section 2) and is therefore another cen-
tral element determining land cover in JSBACH.

[27] The model for unhospitable land is based on the
idea that deserts develop when NPP gets too low so that
vegetation is repeatedly not able to grow an extended
canopy at least once during a year. Conversely, vegeta-
tion can grow where such an extended canopy can be
developed. The fraction of a grid cell with substantial
vegetation cover at least once in year y is estimated as

f yð Þ5
X
i2W

wi 12e2a LAI max
ið Þb

� �

1
X
i2G

gi
g1u

g
12e2a LAI max

ið Þb
� �

;

(12)

where g5
X

k2Ggk is the total grass fraction of vegeta-

tion, and LAI max
i is the maximum leaf area index that

appeared during year y. In JSBACH it is determined
from the maximum biomass in leaves by
LAI max

i yð Þ5sla iC
max
G;i =3, where Cmax

G;i is the maximum

living biomass found in PFT i in the considered year.
Here the biomass in leaves is assumed to be one third of
the whole biomass because it includes also root and sap-
wood biomass (JSBACH is not distinguishing these
plant parts in terms of carbon), and slai is the so-called
specific leaf area relating the carbon content of leaves
to their area. The parameter a51:95 is chosen such that
the simulated distribution of cold and hot deserts
matches observations. It may be noted that with this
choice of a for LAI max

i 51 the expression 12exp 2að Þ
gives a vegetation cover of approximately 85% which is
still substantial. For woody types this cover is weighted
in equation (12) by their cover fraction directly, whereas
for grass types the extent of unhospitable land is
included in the weighting because this is land that gets
only temporarily available to vegetation by disturban-
ces. The parameter b 5 2 describes the steepness of the
transition between vegetation and desert and has been
chosen to give a realistic distribution of deserts. Since
one year of low vegetation growth does not make a de-
sert, a delayed development is assumed: for the year y
we calculate vegmax by

vegmax5
Xy

y0521
f y0ð Þe2

y2y0
sdesert ; (13)

where the time scale for development of unhospitable
conditions is chosen as sdesert 550 years.

3.6. Potential Natural Vegetation Cover

[28] In this section it is described how the DYNVEG
cover fractions wi, gi, and u are translated into the
JSBACH cover fractions ci and vegmax introduced in
section 2. Following the definition of Westhoff and van
der Maarel [1973], the term ‘‘potential vegetation’’
denotes the distribution of vegetation that one would
see under the ruling climate conditions in a world with-
out humans. This is exactly what can be obtained from
DGVMs in general [Bond, 2008], and DYNVEG in par-
ticular: a map of potential natural vegetation, which in
the absence of anthropogenic land cover change is also
the actual land cover. How the DYNVEG cover frac-
tions relate to the actual cover fractions in the presence
of anthropogenic land cover change is described in
another section later.

[29] As indicated in the above list of basic principles,
it is assumed that the competitive advantage of grasses
compared to woody types is their expansion speed. This
principle is used here to derive potential natural vegeta-
tion cover from the DYNVEG cover fractions, by
assuming that only grass types expand within 1 year
into areas formerly disturbed by vegetation fires or
windthrow. Hence, in terms of JSBACH cover frac-
tions, the fraction u of disturbed area is fully counted as
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grasslands. Moreover, it is assumed that all grass
types existing in the considered grid cell expand propor-
tionally to their presence. Combining these considera-
tions with equations (6) and (5) gives when accounting
for (4),

c
pot
i 5

1

vegmax

gi 11 uX
j2G

gj

 !
for i 2 G

wi for i 2 W;

8><
>: (14)

where W denotes the woody types, and G denotes
the nonwoody types (grasses), and vegmax is given by
(13). In the absence of land use, c

pot
i is the actual land

cover ci. To arrive at the land cover including land
use, additional calculations are necessary (compare
Figure 4). These will be presented in the following
sections.

4. Anthropogenic Land Cover Change

[30] In JSBACH the model for anthropogenic land
cover change is based on the New Hampshire Harmon-
ized Land Use Protocol, for short called ‘‘Harmonized
Protocol’’ in the following, which was developed by
Hurtt et al. [2011] in preparation of the recent commu-
nitywide CMIP5 simulations to have a common data
format for land use change for the new representative
concentration pathways (RCPs), which are the new cli-
mate scenarios used in CMIP5 [van Vuuren et al.,
2011a]. The Harmonized Protocol uses as input a
sequence of so-called land use transitions [Hurtt et al.,
2006]. The difference to the classic procedure prescrib-
ing the geographic land cover distribution and its devel-
opment directly by a sequence of maps gets most
obvious when considering a situation where the land
cover transitions are such that before and after the land
use transition the area of all PFTs is identical. Consid-
ering a particular grid cell, an example could be the si-
multaneous conversion of forests into pasture, pasture
to croplands, and croplands to forest in that grid cell.
Despite constant net area of the PFTs, such a cyclic
conversion produces relocation of carbon between dif-
ferent carbon reservoirs and CO2 emissions from land
use change. Accordingly, the two approaches differ in
the biogeochemical consequences of anthropogenic
land use change. Nevertheless, the focus in the present
paper is only on the representation of land cover
change, the carbon aspects will be presented elsewhere
(C. H. Reick et al., unpublished).

[31] The Harmonized Protocol is not based on PFTs
but uses a classification characterizing vegetation cover
only with respect to land use: two classes for natural
vegetation (primary and secondary), and two classes of
agricultural land cover: crops and pastures. By the dif-
ference between primary and secondary natural vegeta-
tion the Harmonized Protocol provides information on
land use of natural vegetation: whereas lands with sec-
ondary natural vegetation show traces of current or
past land use (e.g., in the form of wood harvest), pri-

mary natural vegetation has never been touched by
man. But in order to make use of this information one
had to implement models representing the land use of
natural vegetation (e.g., in the form of forestry). Since
such models have not been developed for JSBACH, in
the implementation of the Harmonized Protocol the
two classes of primary and secondary vegetation are
lumped together into one large class of natural vegeta-
tion. This is done in a preprocessing step so that the
actual data used from the (reduced) Harmonized Proto-
col to drive JSBACH contain only transitions between
natural vegetation (N), crops (C), and pasture (P). Since
JSBACH has no special representation of urban land
cover, the additional transition data to/from urban land
provided by the Harmonized Protocol are not used.

[32] The major challenge in implementing the Harmon-
ized Protocol is to derive from its very coarse informa-
tion on land use transitions between its broad land cover
classes the much more detailed information on land use
transitions between PFTs. To achieve this higher degree
of detail, additional rules are needed. The selection of
such rules is left to the modeler using the Harmonized
Protocol. One such rule used in the JSBACH implemen-
tation of the Harmonized Protocol refers to the establish-
ment of pastures: it is plausible that historically, if
available, preferentially natural grasslands have been
used for the grazing of sheep or cattle before laboriously
clearing forests for this purpose. This priorization of
grasslands will be one of several rules used in the follow-
ing to obtain PFT transitions from the Harmonized Pro-
tocol. The full set of land distribution rules to derive the
PFT transitions is:

(1) Pasture rule: Pastures expand first into grasslands
before other natural vegetation is touched. For crop-
lands there is no such priority. On abandonment of ag-
ricultural lands these rules are reversed.

(2) Pathway rule: This rule concerns the relative extent
of plants with C3 and C4 photosynthetic pathways: in
view of the lack of suitable data, on conversions the ra-
tio between C3 and C4 types is kept fixed among grass-
lands, among crops, as well as among pastures.

(3) Rule of equal relative gains and losses: After
accounting for the two rules above, following the expan-
sion of crops and pastures all natural PFTs undergo the
same relative loss. Similarly, on back conversion of agri-
cultural lands to natural, the relative gain of natural
PFTs with respect to the area maximally available for
their extension is equal for all PFTs.

[33] Observational evidence for the pasture rule will
be discussed in section 4.5. The rationale for this rule
comes from the higher effort necessary to chop down
trees to gain agricultural lands than making use of
grasslands: the pasture rule plays only a role in mixed
tree/grass environments because only there farmers
have a choice. In such mixed environments forest sites
have typically richer soils so that they are more suitable
for crop growth; this may justify the effort of deforesta-
tion. In contrast, for grazing of livestock the advantage
of a higher productivity at forest sites is marginal, so
that it is easier to use grass sites directly. This latter
remark explains at least partly also the pathway rule:
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most probably the effort for conversion between pas-
tures and grasslands is kept low so that grasses are left
in place without sowing new grass types. For crops the
situation may be different, but in the absence of addi-
tional information for another distribution of gains and
losses this rule is still a pragmatic choice. The same
holds true for the rule of equal relative gains and losses:
because information on a possible preferential selection
of one PFT over another during land conversion is
missing, there is not much alternative to this rule.

4.1. Mathematical Formulation of the Problem

[34] Let T denote the (reduced) transition matrix of
the Harmonized Protocol, i.e., an element Ti�j denotes
the fraction of area of land cover class i converted within
1 year to land cover class j; the land cover classes i and j
used here are natural land (N), crops (C), and pastures
(P). Originally, the Harmonized Protocol refers to frac-
tions of area in a grid cell, but since box area and vege-
tated area are linearly related (see equation (4)), the
transition matrix can as well be applied directly to the
fractions of vegetated area. This is how the transition
matrix is used in the following. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that thereby it is implicitly assumed that upon
expansion/shrinkage of vegetation cover, i.e., upon
changes of vegmax, areas converted upon land use change
are larger/smaller than originally prescribed by the
Harmonized Protocol. Since Hurtt et al. [2011] have
ignored climate-induced changes in potential vegetation
when deriving their transitions (they use fixed climate
data for 1987–1988), generally an inconsistency between
the Harmonized Protocol and Earth system simulations
cannot be avoided. From this point of view, our
approach is as reasonable as assuming that climate
change has no influence on the transitions. One can
argue that it is even more realistic, since human activities
are closely related to the availability of natural resources.

[35] Let cN, cC, and cP denote the fractions of the
vegetated part of a grid cell covered by vegetation from
classes N, C, and P. Then, the (reduced) Harmonized
Protocol describes the annual transition in land cover by

c0N
c0C
c0P

0
@

1
A5

TN�N TC�N TP�N

TN�C TC�C TP�C

TN�P TC�P TP�P

0
@

1
A cN

cC

cP

0
@

1
A; (15)

where 0 � Ti�j � 1. Since N, C, and P make up the
whole vegetation in a grid cell the land use transitions
only repartition the vegetated part of the grid cell into
these three cover types, leaving the total extent of vege-
tation in the grid cell unchanged so that

c0N1c0C1c0P5cN1cC1cP: (16)

Hence, because thereby independently of the values of

the ci one has
X

k
c0k5

X
i
ci, it follows fromX

k
c0k5

X
k

X
i

Ti�kci5
X

i
ci

X
k
Ti�k that

X
k2 N;C;Pf g

Ti�k51 for i 2 N;C;Pf g; (17)

i.e., the land of a particular class i can be distributed
only once. Note that the diagonal elements Ti�i denote
that fraction of a class that remains unconverted.

[36] Actually, the above noted restriction Ti�j � 1 is
not immediately obvious: large areas of the world have
in history undergone multiple cycles of deforestation
and subsequent abandonment. Formally, this whole
complicated process of deforestation and afforestation
may together be considered a single land use transition.
In such a combined transition, the total land cover frac-
tion DP�N5TP�NcP retransferred from pasture to natu-
ral may be much larger than cP because DP�N could
include the same part of land that was repeatedly affor-
ested after forest was transformed into pasture. Here,
obviously, the time step of the land use protocol is of
importance: it is plausible that within a year farmers do
not deforest land for growing crops and afforest the
same land in the same year. Hence, a time step of one
year, as used in the Harmonized Protocol, is consistent
with the assumption Ti�j � 1. And this is also reflected
in the data as provided by the New Hampshire group.

[37] The obvious aim is to translate equation (15) into
an analogous equation for PFTs. The associated transi-
tion matrix will be called t, and its elements ti�j denote
the fraction of area of PFT i converted within one year
to PFT j. Because of the tiling of grid cells in JSBACH
(see section 2), the set of PFTs allowed in a grid cell is
restricted to a subset of all possible PFTs. Therefore in
the equation analogous to equation (15) not all PFTs,
but only those allowed in a grid cell have to show up.
Hence, calling ci the fraction of a grid cell covered by
the ith PFT in a grid cell the aim is to translate equation
(15) into

c01
c02
�

c0K

0
BB@

1
CCA5

t1�1 t2�1 … tK�1

t1�2 t2�2 … tK�2

� � . .
.

�

t1�K t2�K … tK�K

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

c1

c2

�

cK

0
BB@

1
CCA; (18)

where K is the number of PFTs in the particular grid
cell considered. Obviously, equations analogous to
equations (16) and (17) hold for PFT-related cover frac-
tions and elements of the transition matrix t.

[38] To obtain the transition matrix t from the transi-
tion matrix T according to the above mentioned rules, a
complicated extremization problem has to be solved:
according to the pasture rule the transitions from pas-
tures to grasslands have to be maximized, and the back
transitions minimized. Here natural vegetation is im-
plicitly divided into grasslands and other natural vege-
tation; these types of vegetation cover will be
abbreviated by ‘‘G’’ and ‘‘F,’’ respectively, in the fol-
lowing, where ‘‘F’’ stands for ‘‘forest’’ well knowing
that natural nongrassland vegetation can also be differ-
ent from forests, like bushlands or tundra. With this
notation the associated cover fractions obey

cN5cG1cF : (19)
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[39] It turns out to be convenient to solve first a
reduced transition problem between the cover classes
G, F, P, and C, before continuing with the full problem
for all PFTs. Accordingly, first the (extended) 4 3 4
transition matrix T describing the dynamics between
these four land cover classes has to be determined:

c0G
c0F
c0C
c0P

0
BB@

1
CCA5

TG�G TF�G TC�G TP�G

TG�F TF�F TC�F TP�F

TG�C TF�C TC�C TP�C

TG�P TF�P TC�P TP�P

0
BB@

1
CCA

cG

cF

cC

cP

0
BB@

1
CCA:

(20)

Because the four elements of the lower right 2 3 2 sub-
matrix do not involve transitions to or from F or G
they are identical to the respective entries in equation
(15) and are thus directly known from the (reduced)
Harmonized Protocol. Moreover,

TF�G5TG�F 50 (21)

because in our implementation on land use change
humans do not induce direct transitions between natu-
ral land cover classes. (This is actually different from
the original Harmonized Protocol, where transitions
from primary to secondary vegetation are induced by
harvest. This harvest is treated in JSBACH independ-
ently.) The other matrix elements are unknowns of the
problem, as well as the cover fractions cG, cF, c

0
G, c

0
F ,

although of these the first two are related by equation
(19) and the second two obey analogously

c0N5c0G1c0F : (22)

[40] Please note that here and in the following the
same symbol T is used for the (reduced) 3 3 3 and the
(extended) 4 3 4 transition matrix, because several ele-
ments are identical and the meaning is always recogniz-
able from the context.

4.2. Application of the Pasture Rule

[41] In this section the 4 3 4 matrix for the extended
land use transitions equation (20) is derived from the
3 3 3 matrix for the reduced land use transitions
(15) by applying the pasture rule. In the following the
term ‘‘F-lands’’ is used for land cover of type ‘‘F.’’

[42] Technically, the pasture rule means that
Agricultural expansions proceed in the following order
of conversions:

(1) G ! P: For pastures first grasslands are used.
(2) F ! P: Only if grasslands are exhausted, pastures

are established on F-lands.
(3) G1F ! C: For croplands the remaining grass-

lands and F-lands are used at equal proportion.
Shrinkage of agricultural lands is for simplicity chosen
to proceed in reverse order:

(1) C ! F1G: First croplands are given back to nat-
ural grasslands and F-lands according to their rel-
ative availability.

(2) P! F : Next, pastures are given back to F-lands.

(3) P! G: Finally, if F-lands reached their maximum
possible extent, pastures make room for grasslands.

[43] These rules guarantee the priority for the estab-
lishment of pastures on former grasslands, even under
conditions of back conversion of agricultural lands.
Note that when converting agricultural lands back to
natural vegetation, one has to account for the limited
extent of natural vegetation in a grid cell. This maxi-
mum extent of natural vegetation is given by the distri-
bution of potential natural vegetation (see section 3.6).

[44] Using the above conversion order, the extended
land use transitions are derived as follows. Basic to this
derivation are the (directed) conversion fractions

Di�j5Ti�jci; i; j 2 NjF ;Gf g;C;Pf g; i 6¼ j; (23)

that i, j � {N,C,P} are fully determined by the current
vegetation distribution cN, cC, cP, and the land use tran-
sitions between N, C, and P from the Harmonized Pro-
tocol. The aim is to determine the matrix elements for
transitions from the natural vegetation types G and F
to the agricultural types C and P, and vice versa all
other matrix elements are known anyway (like TC�P) or
follow from them via equation (17).

[45] First the expansion of agricultural lands is con-
sidered, in particular (rule 1 and rule 2) the expansion
of pastures. Formally, this expansion is characterized
by DN�P > 0. The problem is to distribute the conver-
sion fraction DN�P to the separate conversion fractions
from grasslands to pastures, and F-lands to pastures.
We have

DN�P5DG�P1DF�P: (24)

According to the sequential ordering of transitions
described earlier, first, the transition G to P has to be
considered, i.e., as much as possible of DN�P has to be
transferred to DG�P. Obviously, DG�P can neither get
larger than the currently available grasslands cG, nor
larger than the total amount DN�P to be transferred.
Hence,

DG�P5min cG;DN�Pð Þ; (25)

so that using the definition (23) one finds the first of the
desired matrix elements as

TG�P5min 1;
DN�P

cG

� �
5min 1;

TN�PcN

cG

� �
: (26)

If insufficient grassland is available to allocate DN�P

fully, then, according to rule 2, for the remainder
F-lands are used: from equations (24) and (25) one finds

TF�P5min 1;
DN�P2DG�P

cF

� �

5min 1;
TN�PcN2TG�PcG

cF

� �
:

(27)
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[46] To handle rule 3 (i.e., the conversion of natural
lands to croplands), one has to account for the grass-
lands and F-lands that according to rules 1 and 2 were
already converted to pastures. These remaining cover
fractions ~cG and ~cF of grasslands and F-lands are
given as

~cG5 12TG�Pð ÞcG (28)

~cF 5 12TF�Pð ÞcF (29)

so that the distribution of natural lands to crops can
equally be written as

TN�CcN5TG�CcG1TF�CcF (30)

or as

TN�CcN5~T G�C~cG1~T F�C~cF (31)

where the newly introduced transition elements with a
tilde describe the transitions with respect to the cover
fractions already reduced by establishment of pastures.
By rule 3 the establishment of crops happens at equal
proportion with respect to these reduced cover fractions
so that

~T G�C5~T F�C5
TN�CcN

~cG1~cF

; (32)

where the last equality is a consequence of the first
equality when using equation (31). Since the first and
second right-hand terms in equations (30) and (31)
must match separately one finally finds

TG�C5TN�C 12TG�Pð Þ cN

cN2DG�P2DF�P

(33)

TF�C5TN�C 12TF�Pð Þ cN

cN2DG�P2DF�P

: (34)

[47] Coming now to the shrinkage of agricultural
lands, the respective rule 1 has to be considered first.
Here DC�N > 0. Giving croplands back at equal pro-
portion to the relative availability of grasslands and
F-lands means that there is a common factor a for the
transitions from croplands back to natural vegetation
obeying

TC�GcC5a c
pot
G 2cG

� �
(35)

TC�F cC5a c
pot
F 2cF

� �
: (36)

Here c
pot
G and c

pot
F are the potential (maximum) natural

extent of grasslands and F-lands, respectively, in the
sense of section 3.6. The factor a is limited in size
because grasslands and F-lands cannot grow larger

than their potential extent. A necessary condition for
this is

TC�G �
c

pot
G 2cG

cC

(37)

TC�F �
c

pot
F 2cF

cC

; (38)

so that by comparison with equations (35) and (36)

a � 1

cC

: (39)

[48] On the other hand, using the obvious relation

TC�N5TC�G1TC�F (40)

together with (35) and (36), one can solve for a. Com-
bining the resulting expression for a with condition (39)
gives for the desired transition elements

TC�G5min
1

cC

;
TC�N

c
pot
N 2cN

 !
c

pot
G 2cG

� �
(41)

TC�F 5min
1

cC

;
TC�N

c
pot
N 2cN

 !
c

pot
F 2cF

� �
: (42)

[49] As a side remark it shall be noted that the condi-
tions (37) and (38) would also be sufficient for assuring
that grasslands and F-lands cannot grow larger than
their potential extent if not at the same time also pas-
tures could be given back to natural lands. Because this
latter process is considered separately from back con-
version of croplands, the approach developed here may
in some rare cases lead to more grasslands or F-lands
than potentially available. In the implemented algo-
rithm this is checked at the end, and the problematic
transitions are suppressed.

[50] Appling now rules 2 and 3 for the shrinkage of
pastures it is straightforward to derive the following
equations for the remaining two unknown matrix ele-
ments when noting TP�N5TP�F 1TP�G:

TP�F 5min TP�N ;
c

pot
F 2 cF 1TC�F cCð Þ

cP

� �
(43)

TP�G5min TP�N2TP�F ;
c

pot
G 2 cG1TC�GcCð Þ

cP

 !
: (44)

4.3. Daily Land Cover Transitions

[51] The discussion so far dealt with yearly land use
transitions. But updating land cover only once a year
may introduce shocks into the system. Therefore, the
yearly land use transitions Ti�j are interpolated to daily
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land use transitions T
dð Þ

i�j , where d denotes the number
of a day in a year.

[52] The idea is to interpolate the cover fractions line-
arly between the cover fractions ci and c0i of equation
(20). Denoting the number of days in the current year by
Nd this can be achieved by adding each day the same part

di�j5
Di�j

Nd

; i 6¼ j; (45)

of the conversion fractions (equation (23)). With equa-
tion (45) the daily cover fractions are given by

c
dð Þ

i 5ci1d
X

j2 F ;P;G;Cf g
dj�i2di�j

� �
; i 2 F ;P;G;Cf g:

(46)

Noting that c0
i 5ci is the cover fraction of class i at the

last time step of the previous year, and c
Ndð Þ

i 5c0i the
cover fraction at the last time step in the current year,
this can be rewritten as

c
dð Þ

i 5ci1
d

Nd

c0i2ci

� �
; i 2 F ;G;P;Cf g; (47)

so that with these definitions the cover fractions
increase or decrease linearly throughout the year. Daily
land use transitions T

dð Þ
i�j for day d can be defined in

analogy to equation (23) by

di�j5T
dð Þ

i�j c
dð Þ

i ; i 6¼ j; (48)

where d < Nd . By inserting equations (45), (47), and
(23) the desired daily land use transitions are found as

T
dð Þ

i�j 5Ti�j
ci

Ndc
dð Þ

i

5
Ti�jci

Ndci1d c0i2ci

� � ; i 6¼ j: (49)

With these definitions,

X
j;j 6¼i

T
dð Þ

i�j 5
ci

Ndc
dð Þ

i

X
j;j 6¼i

Ti�j5
ci

Ndc
dð Þ

i

X
j;j 6¼i

12Ti�ið Þ

5
ci

Ndci1d c0i2ci

� � 12Ti�ið Þ � 1

because both multiplicators in the latter expression are
less or equal 1 for d < Nd . Hence,

0 �
X
j;j 6¼i

T
dð Þ

i�j � 1 (50)

so that by conservation of area (compare equation (17))
the diagonal term can safely be defined as

T
dð Þ

i�i 512
X
j;j 6¼i

T
dð Þ

i�j : (51)

Thereby, the matrix relationship (18) also holds on
daily basis:

c
d11ð Þ

i 5c
dð Þ

i 1
X
j;j 6¼i

T
dð Þ

j�i c
dð Þ

j 2T
dð Þ

i�j c
dð Þ

i

� 	

5c
dð Þ

i T
dð Þ

i�i 1
X
j;j 6¼i

T
dð Þ

j�i c
dð Þ

j

5
X

j

T
dð Þ

j�i c
dð Þ

j ; i; j 2 F ;G;P;Cf g:

(52)

4.4. PFT Transitions

[53] In the previous sections it has been described
how in JSBACH the (reduced) land use transitions of
the Harmonized Protocol (equation (15)) are converted
into the (extended) yearly transitions (equation (20)),
and these finally into the daily transitions (equation
(49)). The next task is to derive from the latter the PFT
transitions (equation (18)). For brevity the superscript
‘‘(d),’’ indicating the dependence of the transition ma-
trix on the particular day in the year, is dropped in the
following.

[54] So far for the derivation of the (extended) transi-
tion matrix only the pasture rule has been used. For the
derivation of the PFT transitions now the other two
land distribution rules are invoked, i.e., the pathway
rule and the rule of equal relative gains and losses (see
earlier). On closer inspection, both rules are of similar
structure: they demand that on land conversions (i) the
relative loss of all PFTs in a shrinking land cover class
is equal, and (ii) the relative gain of all PFTs in an
expanding land cover class is also equal, although in the
latter case ‘‘relative’’ means for the pathway rule rela-
tive to the current extent (ci), whereas for the rule of
equal gains and losses it means relative to the area cur-
rently available (c

pot
i 2ci).

[55] To make this more precise, consider two land
cover classes A and B from F ;G;P;Cf g. Each of these
classes consists of a number of PFTs, which will be
denoted by Ai and Bj, respectively, where the indices i
and j number the PFTs in the particular class. Then, the
two rules are expressed by

DAi�B

cAi

5
DAj�B

cAj

; i 6¼ j; “equal relative loss” (53)

DA�Bi

xBi

5
DA�Bj

xBj

; i 6¼ j; “equal relative gain”; (54)

where depending on the applied rule, x has the follow-
ing meaning:

xBi
5

cBi
when applying rule 2

c
pot
Bi

2cBi
when applying rule 3;



(55)

and c
pot
Bi

is the maximally possible (‘‘potential’’) cover
fraction of PFT Bi. Here DAi�B is the fraction of the
vegetated part of the grid cell that is transferred from
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PFT Ai into the class of PFTs B. These rules are ful-
filled when choosing the desired relationship between
the elements of the (extended) transition matrix T and
the matrix of PFT transitions t as

tAi�Bj
5TA�B

xBj

xB

; 8Ai 2 A; 8Bj 2 B: (56)

That thereby equations (53) and (54) are indeed fulfilled
is seen from

DAi�B

cAi

5

XNB

j51

tAi�Bj
cAi

cAi

5
56ð ÞXNB

j51

TA�B

xBj

xB

5TA�B; (57)

DA�Bi

xBi

5

XNA

j51

tAj�Bi
cAj

xBi

5
56ð ÞTA�B

xB

xBi

XNA

j51

cAj

xBi

5TA�B

cA

xB

;

(58)

because the right-hand sides are independent of i
(NA;NB denote the number of PFTs in the respective
classes). Moreover, the following lines show that by
equation (56) also the ratio between two shrinking
PFTs as well as between two expanding PFTs is kept
fixed, as was demanded in particular by the pathway
rule:

c0Bi

c0Bj

5
cBi

1DBi�A2DA�Bi

cBj
1DBj�A2DA�Bj

5
cBi

cBj

11
DBi�A

cBi

2
DA�Bi

cBi

11
DBj�A

cBj

2
DA�Bj

cBj

5
cBi

cBj

(59)

c0Ai

c0Aj

5
cAi

1DB�Ai
2DAi�B

cAj
1DB�Aj

2DAj�B

5
cAi

cAj

11
DB�Ai

cAi

2
DAi�B

cAi

11
DB�Aj

cAj

2
DAj�B

cAj

5
cAi

cAj

;

(60)

in these equations the last equality is obtained by using
equations (57) and (58).

[56] Equation (56) gives the relation between land-
class transitions T and PFT transitions t for all cases
with enough space available for the expanding PFTs.
But for back conversion of agricultural lands to natural
vegetation it may happen that one or more natural
PFTs cannot be expanded any more, because they reach
their potential extent. In such a case, the transitions pre-
scribed by the Harmonized Protocol turn out to be
inconsistent with the distribution of natural vegetation
in the model. This may happen for various reasons: one
possibility is that during simulations after times of agri-

cultural expansion, climate is changing such that the
potential extent of natural vegetation shrinks to values
smaller than at times when agricultural expansion
started. This type of problem may also arise because the
New Hampshire group has derived the transition matri-
ces using their own distribution of natural vegetation
that they derived from simulations of global biomass
with the MIAMI model [Hurtt et al., 2011]. A third pos-
sibility for the emergence of this problem may be
related to the three land use distribution rules intro-
duced here to implement the transitions: in some cases
they may be too restrictive for the back conversion of
agricultural land. The latter possibility could in princi-
ple be partly remedied, by distributing the surplus area
to the other PFTs using once more the same formula
(56), but for a smaller number of PFTs. But since this
makes the algorithms even more complicated, and
because it would affect under realistic scenarios only
small areas on the globe, and finally because such an
approach would not remedy a possible general inconsis-
tency between the prescribed transitions and the natural
vegetation in the model, a more simple strategy is used:
we reduce the values of the transition matrix such that
not more area of agricultural land is back-converted
than available by potential natural vegetation. Therefore,
for back conversions of agricultural lands equation (56)
has to completed by the additional restriction

tAi�Bj
cAi
� c

pot
Bj

2cBj
(61)

so that equation (56) then reads

tAi�Bj
5min

c
pot
Bj

2cBj

cAi

;TA�B

xBj

xB

 !
; 8Ai 2 A; 8Bj 2 B:

(62)

It should be noted that equation (61) is only a necessary,
but not a sufficient condition, because it refers only to
one of several parallel transitions increasing the area of
PFT Bi. Therefore, after all transition elements have
been computed, in a final check transitions that would
impair the potential vegetation extent are suppressed.

[57] Finally, the diagonal elements of the transfer ma-
trix follow from the conservation of area, namely, from
an equation analogous to equation (17):

XK

j51

ti�j51; i51; 2;…;K ; (63)

which gives for the diagonal elements

ti�i512
XK

j51;j 6¼i

ti�j; i51; 2;…;K : (64)

4.5. Importance of the Pasture Rule

[58] Here we add some justification for the impor-
tance of the pasture rule that is integral part of our
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model for anthropogenic land cover change. Using a
biome mapping technique, Strassmann et al. [2008] find
that almost 80% of the area converted to pastures since
1700 is claimed from natural lands without closed forest
cover. Qualitatively, this is also supported by Raman-
kutty et al. [2006], who also mention regional excep-
tions: for example, the prairies in North America are
largely converted to croplands, and conversely, large
forest areas in Latin America are cleared for range-
lands. But despite the first impression these are not
counter examples to the validity of the pasture rule: the
pasture rule affects only regions where alternatively for-
ests or grasslands can be used, but this is not the case
for the mentioned exceptions.

[59] To demonstrate the effect of the pasture rule, we
now compare results from a simulation using the model
as introduced earlier, with a simulation, where we
replaced the pasture rule by a more simple approach:
here pastures are allocated like crops at equal propor-
tion on grasslands and F-lands (forests and shrublands;
see section 7 for the model setup used in these simula-
tions). It turns out that this makes a large difference for
the global extent of forests: in the historical simulation
using the pasture rule, forests decrease from 50.2 mil-
lion km2 in 1850 to 39.4 million km2 in 2005. In the
additional simulation with the more simple rule, forests
decrease stronger, namely, down to 33.6 million km2 in
2005. Particularly large is the effect of the pasture rule
in savanna regions where the difference is up to 20%
(see Figure 2), but except for the boreal zone (and
deserts) where herding is rare, the effect is seen globally
almost everywhere.

[60] It may be added that the validity of the pasture
rule cannot be checked by comparing with literature
estimates of global forest area. Different sources reveal
39.1 million km2 for 2000 [Strassmann et al., 2008], 43.92

million km2 for 1992 [Ramankutty and Foley, 1999], and
34.6 million km2 for 1992 [Pongratz et al., 2008]. Obvi-
ously, the differences are similar to the effect from the
pasture rule (5.8 million km2, see above). This large vari-
ation is probably the result of uncertainties in the defini-
tion of the term ‘‘forest’’; for example, the number by
Ramankutty and Foley [1999] includes woodlands.

[61] Finally, it may be mentioned that in terms of car-
bon emissions from land use change, the effect of the
pasture rule must be much larger than in terms of area:
Strassmann et al. [2008] estimate that from the direct
emissions arising since 1700 from the conversion to pas-
tures those 20% of pastures that were established on
forested areas contributed 70% due to the much larger
biomass density of forests.

5. Natural Vegetation Cover Change in the
Presence of Land Use

[62] In the last two sections it has been described how
in JSBACH land cover changes are simulated separately
for either natural vegetation dynamics (in the absence
of land use) or anthropogenic land cover change (in the
absence of natural vegetation dynamics). This section
describes how to connect natural vegetation dynamics
with anthropogenic land cover change.

[63] Such a component combining these two proc-
esses is necessary because concurrently with anthropo-
genic land cover change the composition of the natural
vegetation may be altered by a climate change or other
environmental factors (e.g., CO2). For example, a forest
may expand after pastures were introduced. How would
farmers respond to the growing forest? One reaction
could be to stay with the pastures at the same locations
and cut down periodically all emerging trees. Another
reaction could be to shift the pastures gradually to

Figure 2. Additional forest cover due to the pasture rule as compared to a simulation where upon land use change
pastures are allocated at former grasslands and forests at equal proportions. This figure is based on the results for
the year 2005 as simulated by MPI-ESM-LR in experiment historical_r1i1p1-LR.
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adjacent natural grasslands. Which option is chosen
may depend on many socioeconomic factors like the
existing infrastructure (location of settlements, and
roads) and on the existing agrotechnology. But model-
ing such processes explicitly is beyond the scope of
JSBACH, so that a more simple approach is needed.

[64] Obviously, such reactions of farmers to changes
in the surrounding natural vegetation must be called
anthropogenic land cover change. Therefore, the ques-
tion arises whether such a type of land use change is al-
ready accounted for in the Harmonized Protocol. This
protocol reflects two types of land use changes, namely,
all changes affecting the net extent of croplands and
pastures, and rotational land cover changes driven by
certain agricultural practices like slash-and-burn. In
contrast, the type of land use change in question con-
cerns neither an expansion or shrinkage of agricultural
activities, nor is it the result of a particular land use
practice. Instead, it is a directed long-term adaptation of
agriculture to changes in climate conditions by a very
local translocation of croplands and pastures. Accord-
ingly, we conclude that this additional type of anthropo-
genic land cover change is not included in the transitions
described by the Harmonized Protocol and must there-
fore be represented independently in JSBACH.

[65] How could a simple representation of this addi-
tional land use change look like? The most direct
approach would be to distribute pastures and croplands
proportionally across the natural land cover types. But
this would be completely inconsistent with the preferen-
tial establishment of pastures on grasslands (‘‘pasture
rule,’’ see section 4.2). Alternatively one could distrib-
ute the known extent of pastures and croplands accord-
ing to the pasture rule to the potential natural
vegetation (instead of distributing it to the remaining
natural vegetation as in the previous section). But this
would lead to very large deviations from the vegetation
distribution obtained by applying the pasture rule
sequentially year by year during land use transitions

because this sequential application introduces a depend-
ence of the actual land cover on the full land use history
that led to this land cover. This is illustrated in Figure 3:
the upper graph shows a single land use transition from
potential natural vegetation to cropland, which according
to the rules set up in section 4.2 is established at equal
proportion on grasslands and F-lands (i.e., forest and
shrublands). In the lower graph the land use transition to
cropland is done via an intermediate step where first F-
lands are converted to pasture which in a second step is
fully converted to croplands. In the first step the pasture
rule has to be applied so that the pastures are fully estab-
lished on grasslands. Although at the end in both graphs
the extent of pastures and croplands is identical, the dif-
ferent land use histories give a different distribution for
grasslands and F-lands. Hence, to describe land cover
change due to changes in potential land cover, the actual
state of land cover obtained during the historical develop-
ment of land use cannot be ignored.

[66] The simple model described in the remainder of
this section accounts for this. It is based on the follow-
ing ideas. (i) Because of the socioeconomic aspects, the
reaction of farmers to changing potential vegetation is
conservative, allowing only small changes from year to
year. (ii) On the other hand, since a land use adapted to
the ruling climatic situation is advantageous for the
farmers, one can assume that over several generations
the land use distribution will be directed toward a distri-
bution obtained from the pasture rule.

[67] Formally, the task is to translate the known dis-
tributions of potential vegetation given by equation (14)
and the known land use as obtained by equation (18)
into actual land cover ci for all PFTs. To derive this
land cover it is most convenient to consider first only
the larger classes of vegetation F, G, C, and P (see sec-
tion 4.1) before the land cover for all PFTs is derived.

[68] According to the above considerations, changes
in climatic conditions and thus in potential vegetation
lead to moderate shifts into the direction of a vegetation

Figure 3. This graph illustrates that due to the pasture rule, cover fractions of the natural PFTs (forest, grass)
depend on the history of land use transitions. The forest fraction is indicated by a solid black line; the grassland
fraction is indicated by a dashed green line; the cropland fraction is indicated by a dashed-dotted red line; and the
pasture fraction is indicated by a dotted blue line. For details see text.
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distribution following the pasture rule. This ‘‘target
cover fraction,’’ called cinst in the following, is obtained
by assuming that the pasture rule is applied to the poten-
tial vegetation distribution as if all anthropogenic land
cover change during history had happened in one instant
by a single land use transition. Following the sequence
of transitions for agricultural expansion described in 4.2
the first step in deriving these target fractions is to allo-
cate pastures with priority on grasslands. Two cases
have to be distinguished: in the first case there is enough
grassland for the allocation of pastures (cP � c

pot
G ), and

in the second case also F-lands need to be converted to
pastures. This gives

~cinst
G 5 c

pot
G 2cP

~cinst
F 5 c

pot
F

�
for cP � c

pot
G

~cinst
G 5 0

~cinst
F 5 c

pot
F 2 cP2c

pot
G

� �� otherwise

(65)

From these intermediate values, indicated by a tilde
over the symbols, in a second step the final target land
cover fractions are obtained by distributing croplands
proportionally to the remaining F-lands and grasslands.
This gives for the F-lands

cinst
F 5

~cinst
F 2cC

~cinst
F

~cinst
G 1~cinst

F

for cP � c
pot
G

~cinst
F 2cC otherwise

:

8<
: (66)

Using in accordance with equation (14) the relation
c

pot
F 1c

pot
G 51, one obtains

cinst
F 5 12cP2cCð Þ c

pot
F

12cP

for cP � c
pot
G

12cP2cC otherwise

:

8<
: (67)

The target cover fraction for grasslands cinst
G follows

from cinst
F by noting that cinst

F 1cinst
G 1cP1cC51.

[69] Next the size of changes in land cover is deter-
mined that are induced solely by changes in potential
vegetation. To this end a second, artificial target cover

fraction for F-lands 2cinst
F is computed by entering into

equation (67) last year’s potential vegetation but still

using as for cinst
F this year’s fractions of croplands and

pastures cP and cC. The difference between these two

target cover fractions dinst
F 5cinst

F 22cinst
F indicates how

strongly natural land cover may have changed since last
year at given land use. Changes arising from shifts in
potential vegetation arise on top of the changes induced
by land use. To derive the new land cover arising from
both processes one thus needs in addition the cover
fractions of natural vegetation that arose last year due
to land use transitions alone; these cover fractions,
denoted in the following by 2ci; i 2 F ;Gf g, result from
the application of the Harmonized Protocol as
described in the previous section. Assuming as dis-
cussed earlier that farmers follow changes in potential

land cover only if it is advantageous for them, this
year’s new distribution of F-lands accounting for both
processes can then be obtained by

cF 5

2cF 1dinst
F for mon cinst

F ;2cinst
F ;2cF

� �
cinst

F for mon cinst
F ;2cF ;

2cinst
F

� �
2cF for mon 2cF ; c

inst
F ;2cinst

F

� � ;
8<
: (68)

where mon a; b; cð Þ means that a, b, and c are ordered
monotonously, i.e., a � b � c or a � b � c. The cases in
equation (68) have the following meaning: in the first
case 2cF is farther away from cinst

F than 2cinst
F so that a

correction by dF brings the cover fraction closer to the
target cinst

F . In the second case, an adjustment by the full
size of dF would overshoot the target, so that the cor-
rection is made only until the target fraction is
obtained. In the last case accounting for the correction,
dF would drive the cover fraction away from the target
so that the cover fraction is left unchanged from last to
this year. The associated change in the fraction of grass-
lands can be obtained analogously, but it is simpler to
compute it from the conservation of area by

cG512cF 2cC2cP: (69)

[70] Finally, after cF and cG have been determined,
the new cover fractions of the natural PFTs are calcu-
lated by partitioning cF and cG into the different PFTs
according to their relative abundance c

pot
i :

ci 5 c
pot
i cF=c

pot
F ; i 2 W

cj 5 c
pot
j cG=c

pot
G ; j 2 G: (70)

This simple scaling is justified by noting that the compe-
tition mechanisms implemented in DYNVEG operate
on much smaller scales than the extent of the grid cells
(104 km 2) so that the relative abundance of natural
PFTs must considered to be rather uniform within a
grid cell. Note that the expressions in equation (70) are
evaluated only once a year, namely, during the first
time step (compare Figure 4) so that the cover fractions
cG and cF are those from the last time step of the year
before.

[71] Overall, to account for climate-induced changes
in natural vegetation the scheme for land cover change
described earlier largely retains the unproportional
translation of c

pot
F ; cpot

G into cF, cG implied by the pas-
ture rule but allows in addition for variations in cF, cG

according to natural vegetation dynamics in the pres-
ence of managed land. Moreover, the scheme accounts
for the history dependencies in cF, cG arising from the
sequence of land use transitions but disperses them with
time according to variations in the natural vegetation.
In this way, cF and cG would converge on the long term
to cinst

F ; cinst
G , after land use transitions had ceased.

6. Sequence of Calculations

[72] Having presented in the previous sections the mod-
els for land cover change as implemented in JSBACH,
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this section describes the sequential order in which the
various model calculations are performed. The final
result of this sequence of calculations is a daily update of
the actual land cover fractions ci for the different PFTs,
as well as an annual update of vegmax. These quantities
are needed in the further calculations of JSBACH to
compute all the physical and biogeochemical quantities
that scale with the extent of the PFTs, like the exchange
fluxes for heat, water, or CO2 with the atmosphere.

[73] JSBACH is implemented as a subroutine of the
atmospheric component ECHAM6 of MPI-ESM. Each
model time step JSBACH is called once by ECHAM6.
Within JSBACH, the calculation sequence starts with
the model for natural land cover change (DYNVEG)
followed by the model for anthropogenic land cover
change before finally all other routines of JSBACH are
called, involving all physical and biogeochemical land
processes (compare Figure 4). The length of the time

Figure 4. Sequence of calculations within one time step of JSBACH for the recalculation of land cover. The equa-
tion numbers refer only to the central equations that usually need various precalculations for their evaluation.
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step is prescribed from ECHAM6 driving JSBACH,
which is typically of the order of 10 min but varies with
model resolution.

[74] DYNVEG depends on several atmospheric quan-
tities, provided by ECHAM6 when calling JSBACH.
These quantities cannot be used directly but need to be
smoothed in time. Hence, the calculation sequence
begins with a recalculation of the time averages for rela-
tive air humidity h (see equation (10)) and maximum
wind speed v (see equation (11)). This happens every
time step. In contrast, bioclimatic limits (see section
3.4), involving also long-term averages, are recalculated
only once a year. Nevertheless, each time step the neces-
sary temperature information needs to be collected for
later evaluation. In addition, DYNVEG depends on lit-
ter carbon for computing fire disturbances (see section
3.3), as well as a suitable time average NPP for the
competition between PFTs (see equations (7) and (8)).
Since carbon aspects are updated only daily within
JSBACH, this recalculation of NPP is performed only
every first time step of a day using the NPP that has
been calculated by the biogeochemical parts of
JSBACH for the previous day. For litter carbon, that is
as well updated only once a day in JSBACH, a time av-
erage is not necessary. Similarly, information on bio-
mass in leaves is tracked daily during a year to estimate
maximum LAI for annual recalculation of vegmax (see
equation (12)). Having performed the necessary precal-
culations, all information is available to update once a
day the cover fractions wi, gi, and ui via the central
equations (7) and (8) of DYNVEG using an Euler dis-
cretization. The main results of DYNVEG are an
update of the potential distribution of vegetation c

pot
i

by equation (14) (needed for handling anthropogenic
land cover change), an update of the actual vegetation
distribution ci with respect to natural land cover change
in the presence of land use by equation (70), and an
update of the fraction of a grid cell covered by vegeta-
tion vegmax from equation (13). These updates are per-
formed only once a year during the first time step of 1
January.

[75] The Harmonized Protocol provides annual infor-
mation for land use transitions between natural and ag-
ricultural lands. Every 1 January, this information is
read in for the coming year and converted to the yearly
land use transitions TX�Y (see section 4.2). Via equa-
tions (49) and (56)/(62) these are specialized each first
time step of a day to the daily portion of the yearly
transitions ti�j to be realized between the different
PFTs; here c

pot
i determined by DYNVEG is used.

Then, using ti�j , the actual vegetation distribution ci

can be updated with respect to land use change by
applying equation (18).

7. Discussion

[76] In the previous sections the models for natural
and anthropogenic land cover change have been
described as implemented in the land component
JSBACH [Raddatz et al., 2007] of MPI-ESM [Giorgetta
et al., 2013]. Results from simulations with the model

for natural land cover change (DYNVEG) alone have
already been presented earlier [Brovkin et al., 2009]. In
these simulations it became evident that in terms of tree
cover convergence to a unique final tree cover distribu-
tion is obtained independent of its initial distribution so
that in this respect the model exhibits no multistability.
Since within the woody types the majority of land cover
consists of forests, this result indicates that the competi-
tion between woody types and grasses even in interac-
tion with climate has only a single stationary state. This
implies nothing for the second, NPP-based competition
mechanism within each of the two classes. But by ana-
lyzing analytically the fixed points of equations (7) and
(8) and their stability, it can be rigorously shown (C. H.
Reick et al., unpublished) that within each class under
stationary conditions always the PFT with largest NPP
is the only stable fixed point and thus will outcompete
all other PFTs. Hence, we find no indication for multi-
stability in this model. Accordingly, if mixtures of PFTs
appear in a grid cell, they are the result of disturbances,
which seems realistic on the level of broad vegetation
groups (woody vs. grasses) like in savannas, but at the
level of PFTs this is less clear: for example, mixed for-
ests consisting of deciduous, evergreen, and coniferous
trees may be stable even without disturbances because
of climatically induced fluctuations in their bioclimati-
cally allowed geographic range, or by small topographi-
cal differences in the terrain or in soil type [Tang and
Ohsawa, 2002]: only the first of these aspects is part of
our model, while at global scale the latter aspects are
currently beyond our modeling capabilities.

[77] Compared to past CMIPs, in the recent CMIP5
not only climate forcing data are provided, but also con-
sistent forcing data for land use change. The format of
these latter data follows the New Hampshire Harmonized
Land Use Protocol, which is technically based on the
land use transition approach by Hurtt et al. [2006]. Upon
full implementation of the Harmonized Protocol the cli-
mate modelers are in the position to perform scenario
simulations highly consistent with the original computa-
tions performed by the scenario developers [Hurtt et al.,
2011]. In MPI-ESM we fully implemented the Harmon-
ized Protocol with only two exceptions: first, the informa-
tion on urban land use is ignored, and second the
protocol distinguishes primary and secondary natural
vegetation, which in our implementation have been
lumped together to form a single class of natural vegeta-
tion (see section 4). This has been done because we so far
have no model that could properly represent the differ-
ence between those two types of natural vegetation. Since
secondary natural vegetation is characterized by past or
ongoing human disturbances, one would need a model for
forest management. There are indications that in terms of
carbon sequestration primary forests are more efficient
than secondary forests [Luyssaert et al., 2008]. One can
imagine that forest management also leads to biophysical
differences between primary and secondary forests, e.g., in
terms of albedo and evapotranspiration. Whether this is
relevant in an Earth system context needs to be seen.

[78] An important pillar of our implementation of
anthropogenic land cover change is the assumption that
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pastures are preferentially established on former grass-
lands (‘‘pasture rule’’). This rule has been used earlier
already in a study by Houghton [1999] to derive land use
emissions and has also been employed by Pongratz
et al. [2008] for a reconstruction of land cover maps for
the last millennium. This rule introduces complications
not only for implementing the land use transitions from
the Harmonized Protocol (section 4.2) but also for com-
bining the effects of natural and anthropogenic land
cover change (section 5). In terms of forest cover the
effect of the pasture rule is large (we simulate 15% less
forest cover in 2005]. Data-based evidence on the valid-
ity of the pasture rule has been discussed in section 4.5.
But this evidence refers to past agricultural expansion,
whether this rule is also relevant for the future develop-
ment of land cover, which is one field of application for
ESMs, is less clear: with the further mechanization of
agriculture [Giedion, 1987] and forestry [Williams,
2006], the effort necessary for deforestation and for the
cultivation of deforested land decreases. Accordingly,
in future this effort may not be any more an argument
against deforestation to establish pastures. A similar
question arises with respect to recultivation: the present
implementation of anthropogenic land cover change
assumes simply a reversal of the land distribution rules
(see section 4.2), meaning in particular that forests are
reestablished before natural grasslands. In view of sev-
eral millennia of agricultural expansion, recultivation
may play only a minor role for the study of past land
cover change, except maybe regionally during periods
of wars and epidemics [Pongratz et al., 2011] and also
during early phases of recultivation [Mather et al.,
1999]. But in the future the situation may be different:
for example, the RCP4.5 scenario assumes an intense
afforestation during the 21st century [van Vuuren et al.,
2011a].

[79] As has been discussed in section 5, the pasture
rule results in a dependence of land cover on the history
of land use transitions (compare Figure 3). When apply-
ing the models for natural and anthropogenic land
cover change simultaneously, the dynamics of natural
vegetation must respect the anthropogenically modified
distribution of natural vegetation types arising from
land use change. Therefore, it is not per se clear how
this can be achieved since the natural equilibrium
between the different vegetation types is disturbed. One
solution for this problem has been presented by Strass-
mann et al. [2008], who implemented land use change
into the LPJ: since upon agricultural expansion they
replaced natural vegetation cover at equal proportions
by agricultural lands, the equilibrium between the dif-
ferent natural vegetation types was not disturbed.
Accordingly, they could run the original LPJ dynamics
for the natural vegetation cover that was designed for a
world free of humans without any model changes. Since
the evidence for the pasture rule indicates that the natu-
ral equilibrium of vegetation is disturbed by man, such
an approach is questionable. As discussed in section 5,
to account for such an anthropogenically induced dise-
quilibrium in natural vegetation distribution, assump-
tions must be introduced on how agriculturalists react

to changes in natural vegetation distribution. Our solu-
tion to the problem contains two elements. First, we
allow the disequilibrium to change only by the size the
potential vegetation cover (cpot) changes. Second, we
allow such changes only if they point into the direction
of a hypothetical state (cinst) where today’s agricultural
lands were allocated according to the land distribution
rules (including the pasture rule!) in one instant out of a
world without agriculture. In this way our model
respects the historically developed disequilibrium. Since
the changes in natural vegetation must be interpreted as
a regional reallocation of agricultural areas, such
changes represent human activities and it would be bet-
ter to have more solid grounds for describing the reac-
tion of agriculturalists to changes in natural vegetation.
Especially when climate is changing fast, as assumed in
‘‘business as usual’’ climate scenarios, potential vegeta-
tion may undergo dramatic changes. In such cases this
new type of anthropogenic land cover change that is
not covered by the Harmonized Protocol (see the dis-
cussion in section 5) may not be ignorable. Further
studies on this point seem necessary.

[80] The carbon cycle has been largely omitted in the
present paper to keep this paper focused on land cover
change. Nevertheless, in particular for the DYNVEG
model, carbon aspects are important. They enter the
model in several ways: both competition mechanisms
depend directly (via NPP) or indirectly (via fire fuel in
terms of litter) on plant productivity. In addition, our
small submodel for the distribution of unhospitable
land (see section 3.5) depends on the growth success of
vegetation in the form of the maximum leaf area index.
It is actually a large success that with this simple model
the location of deserts can be determined rather realisti-
cally. In terms of albedo this is demonstrated in a com-
panion paper by Brovkin et al. [2013] (compare also
Figure 5). But carbon is also one of the major reasons
for implementing the Harmonized Protocol: emissions
from land use change cannot be measured directly but
must be determined from model simulations. Accord-
ingly, within JSBACH the model for anthropogenic
land cover change has been fully embedded in its car-
bon cycle model. In particular also the harvest maps
provided by the Harmonized Protocol can be used.

[81] Before concluding this paper, we show two
results obtained with the models described in the pres-
ent paper in simulations conducted as part of the recent
CMIP5 simulations with MPI-ESM. This presentation
of simulation results is only meant to illustrate certain
aspects of the model dynamics, an evaluation of the
resulting land cover in terms of tree cover and albedo is
found in the already mentioned companion paper. How
albedo is derived from land cover in JSBACH has been
described by Otto et al. [2011].

[82] The simulation results shown later stem from
simulations with the low-resolution version MPI-ESM-
LR that consists besides JSBACH of the atmosphere
model ECHAM6 (resolution T63 (1.9� 3 1.9�), 47 lev-
els reaching up to 0.01 hPa) [see Stevens et al., 2013],
and the ocean model MPI-OM (resolution GR15
(approximately 1.6�), 40 levels) [see Jungclaus et al.,
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2006]. JSBACH is coupled to ECHAM6 via a subrou-
tine call and is run on the same grid. In these simula-
tions, 12 PFTs have been used, namely, those eight
natural PFTs listed in Table 3, plus four agricultural
PFTs for crops and pastures, each with a C3 and a C4
variant.

[83] Figure 5a shows the simulated distribution of the
dominant land cover types at the end of our historical
simulation [Giorgetta et al., 2011a]. For comparison,
Figure 5b shows the distribution of the same land cover
types from the observation-based land cover recon-
struction by Pongratz et al. [2008]. Overall, the resulting
patterns match well, with some exceptions: in North
America, particularly in Alaska, the evergreen forests
do not extend sufficiently far to the west, and also the
extent of deciduous forests in East Siberia is too small.
It should be noted that the distribution of evergreen
and deciduous forests is only partly determined by bio-
climatic limits: the northern tree line arises for both
types of forests from the same GDD criterion, and in

Siberia the deciduous trees arise because it is too cold
for evergreen trees (compare Table 4). In contrast, the
appearance of deciduous forests in middle Europe and
at the east cost of North America is a mere result of the
NPP-based competition mechanism in DYNVEG (see
the first right-hand term in equation (7)), since in these
regions TCmin is irrelevant so that both types of forests,
deciduous and evergreen, underlie identical bioclimatic
limits.

[84] To illustrate the behavior of our model under a
changing climate, we show in Figure 6 the results from
simulations following the RCP2.6 scenario [Giorgetta
et al., 2011b]. The details of the scenario have been
described by van Vuuren et al. [2011b]. The RCP2.6 sce-
nario is particularly interesting because CO2 peaks in
the 21st century and declines thereafter (see inset in Fig-
ure 6b), as does the associated global temperature. The
development of climate in this simulation is described
by Giorgetta et al. [2013]. Figure 6a shows how the dis-
tribution of potential woody vegetation (compare

Figure 5. Dominant vegetation type for 2005 from (a) simulation with MPI-ESM-LR in experiment historical_-
r1i1p1-LR and (b) a reconstruction of today’s land cover following Pongratz et al. [2008] extended to 2005. Colors:
gray: bare land; brown: agriculture (croplands and pastures); light green: grasslands; blue: deciduous forests; dark
green: evergreen forests.
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equation (14)) changes from 2005 to 2100, and Figure
6b depicts the further change until 2300. As is well
known from many scenario studies, upon rising CO2

the boreal and subarctic regions experience a particu-
larly large rise in temperature. This is consistent with
the strong expansion of forests to the north during the
21st century (Figure 6a), leading to more than 30%
increase in woody vegetation cover. In contrast, the die-
back in the tropics, in particular of the Amazonian for-
ests, is rather moderate (less than 10% cover loss), it is
the consequence of decreasing precipitation in these
regions. Upon the decline of CO2 during the subsequent
200 years (Figure 6b) the tropical forests are recovering

almost completely in this simulation, whereas the boreal
expansion of forests is only partly reversed. In Amazonia
the almost complete reversal can be explained by a recov-
ery of precipitation to the level of 2005. Preliminary
investigations show that the only incomplete reversal of
the northward shift of boreal forests is related to an
incomplete reversal of spring temperatures that are prob-
ably controlled by the behavior of the Arctic Ocean in
this scenario, but this needs further investigation. Over-
all, in the combined system of land, atmosphere, and
ocean processes the distribution of woody vegetation is
at the considered time scales largely reversible in the
tropics but not fully reversible at high northern latitudes.

Figure 6. Change in potential land cover of woody vegetation types (forests and shrubs) in a simulation with
MPI-ESM-LR for the scenario RCP2.6 (experiment rcp26_r1i1p1-LR). (a) Changes from 2005 to 2100 and (b) fur-
ther changes from 2100 to 2300. The inset in (b) shows the development of the CO2 concentration in this scenario.
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[85] The distribution of vegetation and their changes
shown in Figures 6a and 6b are the result of complex
interactions among atmospheric, oceanic, and terres-
trial processes. For the latter land cover and its changes
play an important role, but only indirectly: the immedi-
ate effects arise from the exchange processes between
land and atmosphere. But although they are physically
identical everywhere, they are quantitatively different at
different places on Earth. And this is where land cover
comes into play: for example, due to albedo differences
the radiative balance is different over grasslands and
forests, going along with differences in evapotranspira-
tion and energy fluxes as well as differences in land car-
bon uptake and release. From this point of view the
concept of land cover classes is only a means to equip
the various processes in models with geographically dif-
ferent parameter values and thereby helps to cope with
the large heterogeneity in land cover. Unfortunately,
there is no objective way for choosing land cover
classes. Each choice remains a compromise because it
may be necessary with respect to one process to distin-
guish different land cover types, although with respect
to another process the role of this distinction may be
largely unknown. Vegetation dynamics is one such case:
the albedo difference between forests and grasslands is
so large that it cannot be ignored in an ESM. Therefore
in JSBACH, as the land component of an ESM, it nec-
essarily needs separate classes for forests and grass-
lands. But on the other hand, the ecological knowledge
necessary for a fully realistic treatment of the competi-
tive dynamics of trees and grasses is rather incomplete.
It would be desirable to understand the mechanisms
that determine the time scales involved in biogeographic
shifts. So far in DYNVEG the time constants have been
chosen rather ad hoc on the basis of the lifetime of typi-
cal individuals, although such numbers are only partly
relevant at the community level. Maybe paleo observa-
tions of vegetation shifts could be of help here. For such
reasons, the DYNVEG model can only be one step on a
longer road to a more knowledge-based dynamic bio-
geography model. With its description in the present pa-
per we hope to have made its basic principles as well as
its model details sufficiently transparent so that other
researchers are able to point to insufficiencies and possi-
ble solutions. The same holds for our model of anthro-
pogenic land use change. Using the pasture rule as a
leading principle may not be uncontroversial.

[86] Acknowledgment. We thank Julia Pongratz for her numerous
valuable comments and suggestions during manuscript preparation.
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